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IMPLEMENTED

Readers:

Implemented
1. New reading modes in DJVU-Reader. Principles of displaying and navigation are changed;
2. New design of the reading menu in all readers (opened by pressing OK in
an opened book);
3. New design of the menu Mode in pdf and djvu;
4. New method of the margins cropping in pdf and djvu (manual and automatic) are implemented;
5. New design of Font window;
6. New design of a dictionary in readers;
7. Version of Adobe Rm SDK is updated.

Library:
Implemented
1. New design of Library. Grouping by author, series, genre etc.;
2. New design of the context menu (opened by continuous pressing OK in
Library);
3. Grouping by an author’s surname instead of name.

Applications:
Implemented

1. New design of Calendar;
2. New design of Dictionary;
3. New design of PocketNews;
4. New design of Applications;
5. New application for purchasing books Book Store is added;
6. Possibility to set a photo as a logo from the Photo application is added.

Connections:
Implemented
1. Usage of proxy-servers for Internet connections is supported;
2. When the attempt of connecting is failed, an error massage appears;
3. After entering an invalid password for Wi-Fi connection an error massage
appears;
4. If an accumulator is charged for 95% and more, the icon in the status
panel is displayed as «fully charged»;
5. Possibility to choose Wi-Fi region is added;
6. An English keyboard layout is set by default when the shared key is
entered;
7. Connecting to invisible Wi-Fi networks.
8. Sorting by a signal quality in the Wi-Fi connections list is implemented.

Settings:
Implemented

1. New design of Settings;
3. Opportunity of time synchronization via Wi-Fi is added;
4. Accounts and Synchronization section is added to Settings:
а) Book Store;
б) Adobe DRM.

Browser:
Implemented
1. New QT-Browser is added. Opportunity to add pages to Favorites, view
downloads, resize browser pages.

Other:
Implemented
1. New design of the Main menu (timeline with recent events of the user:
at transition from more early versions, Last opened books of the user aren’t
saved);
2. Opportunity to delete events from the timeline by continuous pressing OK;
3. New design of pop-up windows;

Implemented
4. New icons in the Task manager and Express menu (can be assigned in Key
mapping section);
5. An address bar and input field is cleaned by continuous press on the Delete button of the keyboard;
6. Headers above the keyboard are added;
7. Opportunity to display a book cover as a logo, when a device is turned
off, is added;
8. Opportunity to set a boot logo is added;
9. Setting of the time zone is added to the Quick-Tour (at first turning on or
after factory reset);
10. Statistics gathering service is added.

Settings:

FIXED

Fixed
1. When an accumulator is fully charged, animation is stopped and a light
indicator begin to glow constantly.

